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DIRECTIONS: Write the prefix RE, UN or DIS on the blank to complete the sentence. 

 

1. The carpenter _______painted the walls in my room. Now, it looks brand new. 

2. The soldiers left all their weapons in the camp. They were _______armed when they went home. 

3. The soccer player hurt his arm badly. The joints were _______located. 

4. We have to _______count the number of chairs in the room to make sure that everyone gets a 

seat. 

5. The lady asked for a _______fill when she slurped up the last ounce of lemonade in her cup. 

6. It is _______ to say _______kind words to others. 

7. Marth decided to _______earth the treasure from the ground. 

8. Gello needs to _______arrange the furniture to make the room look spacious. 

9. Zico _______mantled his lego to build a new one. 

10. Joshua _______likes eating vegetables. 

11. The paper mill delivers _______cut paper that looks like a gigantic tissue paper. 

12. Miggy, Benjie and Paolo are _______employed because they quit their jobs. 

13. My teacher could not read my handwriting. She asked me to _______write everything from start 

to finish. 

14. You have to _______do your shoelaces first so your shoes will come off easily. 

15. The passengers _______fastened their seatbelts as soon as the plane was flying steadily. 

16. You should not _______respect your elders. 

17. Beth wants to _______schedule the party to another date so that all her friends could come. 

18. The weak boy fell _______conscious after a tiring game of soccer. 

19. Do not _______arrange the chairs. We are expecting another set of guests in a while. 

20. Many government are _______honest that is why many people do not trust them. 

 


